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Dear all 

I am very thankful to the team AS pharmacology and the Acta 
scientific for giving me opportunity as editor for the journal. I will 
like to put light on some facts that I learn.

Humans are always trying to reach at the certain end of any task 
or the work they think about. In world of science no task is always 
complete one. As we go beyond anything it will show us new path 
and endless journey starts. 

We all known scientists and researchers are always doing the 
task by thinking beyond. Everyone has its own choice and subject 
to go beyond and think. I chose neuroscience as my basic topic as I 
started thinking about human brains, its working style and compli-
cated neuronal paths, one spark of light strikes in mind suggesting 
work in neuroscience but to start with the brain and neuroscience 
is to find the needle at bottom of the sea. After sharpening the view 
of thinking I choose the convulsion disease as my path for journey 
and made it a topic for my research. 

Here while writing the editorial to our great journal I will like 
to request all the upcoming eminent scientists and researchers to 
participate and contribute with more and more  ideas to serve hu-
manity, to solve problems, to conquer diseases, to find solutions to 
problems and to serve humans in pain or having disease as well as 
healthy once. With the motivation as “one life is equal to one earth”.

And as pharmacologist, I will request and suggest you all to 
work for decreasing side effects, adverse effects of drugs with tool 
of newer molecules as well as ancient Indian knowledge. I will also 
like to put light that we all have to work on ideas till it becomes 
beneficial to mankind and environment.
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